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Abstract  
 

Considering the many significant challenges faced by higher education in contemporary society, 
gamification and game-based approaches to Education have been gaining protagonism in research as 
well as in practice. 

Application of games can encourage—or require—students to apply deeper levels of knowledge and 
skills, focusing their knowledge acquisition in more than simple memorization and repetition in tests, 
allowing them to use their new-found knowledge, skills and abilities in problem solving –even if 
simulated and fairly accessible ones. Unlike traditional assessments, which typically require students 
to recall or demonstrate basic levels of skills, games and simulations can present students with more 
authentic environments to demonstrate strategic and critical thinking, which is highly compatible with 
the “competency model”. Through games, learning can also be made more of a social and 
collaborative activity, which are important 21st century skills. 

Hence, a model was developed for applying gamification in a course of Human Resources 
Management of a Masters in Engineering. This model was based on a state of the art research of 
gamification in higher education, as well as some guidelines and main features of a gamification 
framework.  

This paper presents the game system, platform and strategies implemented by the teaching team, 
comparing the original project with the one actually implemented. Teacher and student reflections on 
this experience are presented, and guidelines for future practice are brought out, including the biggest 
blunders and the best features of the game-based approach used in this experience, their causes and 
consequences. 

We believe this work can contribute to further game-based approaches in higher education, 
stimulating reflection and insight for other researchers and practitioners. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Gamification in Higher Education 
Gamification has been described as “the use of game design elements in non-game contexts” (pp.10) 
[1] and draws on the motivational characteristics of games to lead users to adopt specific behaviors 
[2]. Thus, gamification includes game design elements in non-game processes [1] [2], in order to 
engage users more effectively [3], while retaining an element of fun or “gamefulness” (an “experiential 
and behavioral quality” of a game, independently from form or medium (p. 11) [1] and a proper 
complement to “playfulness” [4]). 

Applicable to a very broad spectrum of areas of business and society [2] [6], gamification has been 
explored recently and increasingly as a way to promote content delivery in education, yielding 
promising results [2], by increasing student activity [5] and performance [7]. 



Another term that often appears in the literature is “game-based learning”, defined as “the intentional 
use of digital or non-digital games or simulations for the purpose of fulfilling one or more specific 
learning objectives” [8]. Thus, gamification in education is the use of game elements in a learning 
environment, while game based learning, consists in using actual games (serious games, games 
made by students, etc.) in a learning environment [6].  

Regardless of the approach, evidence suggests that the use of both games and game elements in 
education is useful in engaging students (to the point of promoting flow experience [9]) and unveil 
remarkable educational possibilities [10]. 

Still, many questions on how this approach might work remain. First and foremost, little is known about 
how different students experience gamified learning, which could be an important stepping stone in 
developing new gamified courses [2]. Further, applying gamification to education may or may not work 
depending on several factors such as pre-planning, design, and development of the gamified solution 
[8]. Consequently, more evidence is needed on the use of games and simulations in classrooms, in 
order to optimize the use of this approach or to discard it as ineffective or the mere re-working of 
previous traditional instructional strategies [8]. This paper aims at contributing to this discussion. 

1.2 Planning the Course 
The specific course we are addressing is Human Resources Management (HRM) and it is part of the 
Integrated Masters in Industrial Engineering and Management (MIEGI) at the Faculty of Engineering of 
the U.Porto. As reported in a previous paper [11], “this subject seems to be somewhat estrange to the 
students who find the ambiguities, paradoxes and lack of definitive answers in HRM frustrating, 
discouraging and generally a sign of poor quality of work in the field. After 4 years of training in 
engineering, students resist the “soft skills” approach needed to understand the subtleties of HRM, 
although they are very much motivated to learning how to work with and lead people.” [11]. 

Bearing in mind the ever more crucial importance of dealing with the human side of organizations in a 
knowledge and service-based society as both engineers and managers, we designed the course with 
five very clear objectives: 

1. Acquiring comprehension of the basic HRM system; 

2. Developing interpersonal competencies; 

3. Developing an openness to ambiguity, uncertainty and human complexity (lack of yes/no, 
wright/wrong answers)1; 

4. Developing a scientific curiosity towards HRM; 

5. Promoting the interest on general HRM/People Management and critical thinking on different 
realities within HRM. 

Proposed activities were devised according to goals: 

Table 1. – Proposed activities in the course 

Objective Operationalization Game Activity 
1 Presenting integrated knowledge on HRM 

systems 
Presenting an integrated HRM systems 
case study 

2 Team work, team quests, interviewing 
others 

Group work, role-plays, organizing events 
(journal club and/or HRM conference) 

3 Searching for multiple answers to the 
same problem and contextualizing its 
success or failure 

Benchmarking exercise with case studies, 
role-plays 

4 Research and presentation of interesting 
papers in HRM 

Presenting a paper (via poster) in a journal 
club type of event 

5 Going to and participating in 
seminars/conferences on HRM 

Posing questions to seminar guests in 
HRM classes, attending seminars and 
reporting on them 

                                                        
1 This is especially important in engineering students, where the culture is mostly focused on “how to”’s and exact solutions that 
are more or less easily generalizable. 



Although there is no formal list of game elements in gamification, the most consensual ones seem to 
be [2] [6] [12]: a) Points (rewards of desirable actions); b) Levels (indicators of progress and means of 
comparison); c) Leaderboards (incentives of competitiveness and comparison amongst players);  
d) Challenges (tasks users must undertake to progress in the game, ideally seen as meaningful and 
fulfilling); and e) Badges (rewards for accomplishing challenges, which grant bragging rights and 
appeal to our need to collect).  

In the course, game activities were designed for each of the objectives and were scored beyond the 
maximum grade (20 values) in the Portuguese Higher Education system, so that students could select 
their activity plan according to their style and interests. Points were calculated considering the 
workload involved in each task, but were distributed throughout our objectives to ensure/guarantee the 
selection of activities encompassed at least 4 out of the 5 objectives. Badges and Easter eggs were 
attributed for tasks and responsibilities not encompassed in the points system (e.g. being part of the 
platform beta user group). Originally levels had been devised, but implementation was never put to 
use. 

1.3 Course Implementation 
The gamification strategy and rationale was presented to students in the first session of the course. 
The rules were introduced in order to be discussed and to answer all the questions raised by the 
students. A group of beta users of the platform was created as to give feedback on platform usability 
and shared information comprehension.  

 
Figure 1 – View of the platform: 1) a welcoming message; 2) a list of the tasks and deadlines, 

lectures/seminars and professors’ contacts; 3) a matrix with all the information and the individual areas 
4) a weekly ranking of points 



Due to the lack of resources and further resourcefulness of the teaching team (neither experts in 
information and communication technologies), a simple online spreadsheet was created, that spawned 
individual sheets for students. All students had access to all the information during the entire time via 
Google Drive, but no editing privileges. The spreadsheet was constituted by several sheets: 1) a 
welcoming message; 2) a list of the tasks and deadlines, lectures/seminars and professors’ contacts; 
3) a matrix with all the information and the individual areas; 4) a weekly ranking of points; 5) 
project/challenge management; 6) students’ individual areas.  

The individual areas contained the portion of information pertaining to the students in the matrix 
(points given for attending classes, reporting on conferences, participating in tasks, etc.) plus the 
badges and a news section that changed every week with information on the seminars/classes, tasks 
or other useful information. 

 
Figure 2 – Example of an individual student sheet. 

 

A leader board in the shape of a bar chart was posted every week, featuring all the students in order 
of achievement. 

The originally chosen imaginary theme for the game was the 2016 Star Wars, but students showed a 
lack of interest/knowledge in this storyline; in contrast, the vast majority of students were familiar with 
and liked Harry Potter, which made us redesign the storyline/theme of the game. 

Throughout the implementation of the game adaptations had to be made, as the teaching team tried to 
adjust to the group’s needs and style. Some of the originally designed challenges were cut because 
the course tasks package was more time consuming than planned. Some processes were altered 
during the course of the semester: for example, evaluation from the first event organization differed 
from the second event, since many students disagreed with the peer evaluation that was originally 
proposed. In the second event, students were invited to suggest and explain a more perfect evaluation 
system and defend their ideas, bearing in mind performance appraisal systems good practices 
(presenting solutions for performance appraisal, ended up being a point-worthy challenge for these 
students).  

Despite small changes, the gamification solution was applied as planned, with a few tweaks to meet 
students’ needs, improvement suggestions and course schedule. 

1.4 Course Outcomes and Student Reactions and Performance 
For the significant chunk of students that received the news of the gamification of the HRM Course 
“non-chalantly”, not paying much attention to the orientation class or the information on the platform; 
reality hit hard after a few weeks, when they felt they were falling behind in the leader board. This 
elicited a later and strong interest from those students who started seeing their peers getting points 
that were directly translatable into grades, but not them. Not all students reacted with grace to the fact 
that they were getting behind, and there was some uproar of students who let a couple of the first 
deadlines go by, claiming there had been an injustice, because they were not paying attention.  



The teaching staff tried to point out that a) they could not pay attention for the students and b) they still 
had time and other challenges to fulfil that could be later on conducing to points. 

These arguments calmed the dissatisfied students. The group got engaged and went above and 
beyond teacher expectations with their performance in the organization of events and with their 
diligence in other tasks. 

Throughout the course of the gamification implementation, other characteristic of these students that 
had prompted this initiative were emphasized: they were extremely competent and used to excel in 
everything they do (which they did), but also, these students are extremely competitive and very task 
focused, having a very low tolerance for ambiguity and frustration.  

Students had a very hard time dealing with peer evaluation and with peer mediation; a couple of 
students figured a way to attain more points with lateral thinking which most students interpreted as 
cheating, and, although the teaching staff removed that specific task from the points system, the group 
never quite forgave them for not punishing the two students. Apparently, there was previously built 
resentment with these two individuals and the group was unshakable with their belief that the teachers 
should have publicly dissed them. 

However, the emotional connection with the course was also a positive one: students committed to 
their tasks whole heartedly: some students reported on more seminars and conferences than they 
were required to, some students used their personal network to invite guests to the HRM conference 
that they organized in a very short period of time, and did all the logistics including coffee break, 
diplomas, a QR code assisted poster evaluation app for the journal club, etc. 

The results all in all were a much deeper and more emotional involvement of students with the course 
than in previous years, a visible increase interest in the course and a higher level of engagement than 
originally anticipated, which contributed to excellent marks attained by the class. 

 
Figure 2 – Student grades in the course of HRM in MIEGI for the year 2015-2016 

2 STUDENTS’ REFLECTIONS 
Most students received the project with curiosity and interest. The overall balance of the experience 
was very positive, although there were points of improvement mentioned. 

Students found the evaluation system confusing and had a hard time dealing with changes introduced 
by teachers in order to accommodate specificities that had not been anticipated in the design stage, 
interpreting these as “changing the rules in the middle of the game”. Furthermore, students found that 
the way in which the points were attributed was subjective in certain tasks and many did not agree 
with them; some students pointed out that some of the challenges that had the bigger pay-off in terms 
of points did not seem to have a direct relationship with the scientific area of HRM, which was 
confusing to them. 

Students referred that although they could relate the tasks with developing competences, some 
students ended up not selecting tasks for the competencies they wanted to develop the most, 
choosing instead the ones that had a higher punctuation, or pilling on tasks for the sake of collecting 
points rather than in the interest of attaining knowledge or skills. 

On the bright side, students stressed that this system promoted overall proactivity in the sense that 
they were permitted to propose tasks for points; this allowed the students to broaden their imagination 
and to actually think outside the box, leveraging creativity and self-effort. Students enjoyed the fact 
that there were no mandatory evaluation tasks, which allowed them to choose to complete the projects 
they preferred, showing that this is truly a student-centric approach, that enables the development of 
meta competencies, such as self determination and self development strategies. 



The online platform was user-friendly, clear and easy to understand, as each student had its own 
profile with all the points and categories and as everyone could also glimpse the overall results and 
the news. This made it simple to understand the global rules of the game and to stay in touch with all 
the deadlines and works during the semester. 

Some students mentioned that the adaptation effort to such a change in the development of a course 
had allowed for introspection and self-development while providing useful insight about themselves 

There was acknowledgment that the tasks proposed within the course bore closer resemblance with 
“the real world” challenges they will face in their work life, mentioning that they felt compelled to use 
personal resources (networking, competences, personality traits, skills…) to solve the problems they 
were faced with, while reporting an exponentially higher level of interaction with their peers, in order to 
complete the projects in the course. 

Students felt the system accommodated their personal differences and learning styles, unlike the 
traditional method and were happy that the traditional final exam approach of evaluation was 
eschewed for different assessment tasks. They also reported that often they feel that exams tend to 
promote people that are faster writers, more able to cope with exam related anxiety, and can 
memorise better, as well as the ability to predict what will be asked in an exam. Students felt that the 
“luck” factor played less of a part in their final marks with this system.  

Furthermore, students felt that mistakes were not “fatally” damaging to their success in the sense that 
there were other tasks they were able to complete if they did not succeed in the previous ones and 
that every student had the opportunity to ask for continuous feedback about the work done, making it 
possible to know exactly which points could and should be improved during the game. 

Overall, the experience was very positive for them, and they felt it as an excellent way to make all the 
students more committed to the course and to attain their own goals. 

3 TEACHERS’ REFLECTIONS 
Teachers set out believing that major changes would be made in their roles, mainly in that students 
would take centre-stage in the learning process, and that the team would be acting more as facilitators 
and mentors than “lecturers” per se. It was also expected that a change would occur in the 
pedagogical relationship, creating a stronger, more collaborative and less hierarchically marked bond. 

Martins and Sousa [11] believed this approach and this type of teacher role as a mentor and social 
facilitator to be more in tune with what is expected of contemporary higher education and more suited 
to create competencies in HRM and interpersonal interactions that are transferable to the workplace.  

The project was extremely challenging and rewarding, inducing more interesting interactions, 
discussions and results throughout the year. Teachers felt students were much more involved with the 
subject and they often went above and beyond the teaching team’s original expectations. 

On the down side, the teaching staff found themselves in more - and more time-consuming - tasks 
than in previous years. The fact that the platform management was done manually meant that there 
was a lot of time spent replying to emails and dealing with points attribution on the base, something 
that a more IT savvy staff might have made automatic. During the course of the semester over a 
thousand emails were exchanged between students and teachers and indeed there was a 
strengthening of the pedagogical bond. Students did not restrain their interaction with teachers to 
academic matters, and several used their connection with teachers to seek advice on their career 
development, which was less common in previous years. 

Students’ higher level of emotional involvement was reflected in the way they were extremely active 
with their tasks, but at the same time very vocal when something didn’t go as planned, or if they felt 
that was not the way a situation should have played out. 

During the planning stage, the team had reflected upon the fact that these students were generally 
high achieving and extremely competitive; this was expressed in the way they dealt with frustration 
and dissatisfaction when something in the game didn’t go according to plan.  

Thus, these students tended to hold on to any situations where the system failed and adjustments had 
to be made. We believe that this expresses the importance of being very consistent with the rules and 
quite cautious when planning the rewards system but also, the need for this kind of strategies in these 
types of groups, since life itself tends to be messy and to adjust to new situations. 



After a time, students became obsessed with points and would make sure that any efforts rendered 
points, which was expected from our previous literature review [11], but not the ideal situation, to say 
the least. 

The majority of students was completely involved with course by week 4, and did an excellent job at 
the tasks they chose. Different types of strategies were observable, meeting Barata and colleagues’ 
[2] work on students’ strategies throughout the game/course; we were surprised by the voice 
behaviours of “late comers” [2] who in the final stage of the game complained vigorously that there 
was no longer a chance they would have the maximum score in the course. We found this especially 
interesting since this can be true also for non-gamified courses and even courses where there are 
exams, the difference being that in both situations, students are able to keep the illusion of full 
possibilities until the day of the exam/evaluation, whereas with the game, the points are all clearly laid 
out and students have a more unequivocal, evident idea of their status in the game. 

From the “establishment” point of view, the gamification solution was well received, and no issues 
were raised with such a disruptive way to deal with the HRM course. We believe that the spirit of 
excellence and openness to innovation of the faculty of FEUP, but especially MIEGI contributed to 
this. 

To sum up, the experience was very positive and the team felt that this was an interesting challenge 
not only for the students but also for themselves. The course had a “real-world” interaction feel to it 
and, through peer-evaluations, students’ competitions and collaborations, a high level of freedom was 
given to students, which brought about the need for self-regulation. The down side was how time-
consuming the initiative was due to the fact that the game was demanding and there were no 
technological aids in the management of the database. 

4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
Gamification has been gathering increasing interest of researchers in different areas of application, 
including Education. It is arguable that effective educational institutions are those willing to explore 
innovative and effective approaches to restructure the delivery of “content” [13] and that our 
increasingly globalized reality faces fast developing technology and changing situations that affect all 
members of the society, making flexibility and the development of soft skills crucial. This calls for a 
reconsideration of learning and training approaches, especially in Higher Education [14]. 

Games have long been conceptualized as an instrument for role-playing and regulating social norms 
[15]. The popular use of games in different contexts has shown to have advantages and 
disadvantages and remains a rather controversial subject [8]. Some authors suggest that gamification 
promotes a greater engagement and motivation in students, especially considering we are addressing 
the so-called “gamer generation”, but the argument that “gamification of education is merely a 
repackaging of established strategies” [8] remains. 

The experience reported in the present paper was a successful one. Independently of the possibility 
that gamification may be a repackaging of other strategies, the fact of the matter is it provided an 
interesting framework for the development of the course and for helping students develop the 
proposed competencies. 

The game combined content, practice and assessment items in a single learning context, letting 
students take advantage of the different learning opportunities offered by the diversity of the tasks. It 
required the tailoring of the learning environments to meet the needs and aspirations of individual 
learners and introduced scientific research into learning in a smooth manner. Further, the game 
offered students an experience closer to the working life, increasing the level of interaction among 
them to the extent that more responsibility was given to them, especially in reciprocal assessment and 
in solving internal conflicts. The system inspired including and accepting error as part of the learning 
process and encouraged discussion of the reasons for these errors. Finally, the gamified approach 
served as an example of how simultanoeous competition and collaboration as inherent to work-life and 
not necessarily mutually exclusive. 

This was however not a perfect course and lessons can be drawn from it. Simplicity and consistency 
of the evaluation system are preferable whenever possible: students tend to easily shift focus to 
extrinsic motivators, so the less attention and discussion is brought on the evaluation system during 
the course of the game, the better. This does not mean that the system for the game should not be 



discussed, however we suggest that this discussion be made in detail right at the start or reflexively in 
the end of the game, for future improvement. 

We did not use some elements of gamification, that we believe might also play a role in motivating 
students besides points, namely levels, gating and currency. The use of different types of rewards can 
help students make choices less based in the points system itself, which is not the goal of the course. 

Ideally, the game should be as automatic as possible for teachers and as user friendly as possible for 
students. The use of a smartphone app may contribute to improved communication with students. 

We believe this experience will resonate with students also in the long run, and they will be able to 
look back at the experience and gather further insight on the course and on themselves as they 
mature; we believe the introduction of gamification will contribute to the long-term remembering of the 
course because of the experience in itself, but also because of the innovation in itself. 

It is our opinion that gamified learning has the potential to engage more students in learning and to 
reduce exclusion; however, gamified approaches must bear in mind that fine-tuning and adequate 
rules are necessary in order for the game to be effective and to reach full potential [2]. This can only 
be made through a reflexive clarification of the competencies to be developed and good 
operationalization of learning outcomes. Authors encourage the openness of communication channels 
between teachers and students, to gather feedback on the need for fine-tuning and adequacy of the 
assumed rules. 

4.1 Guidelines for practice 
 

• Make sure everything in the game is deliberate and serves some sort of purpose; some 
students will bear a certain resistance to this approach and it’s important that you can explain 
why things are planned the way they are in order to promote adhesion to the game. One must 
guarantee that the activities involved in the process develop the adequate skills and 
competences. 

• Adjust the scores and the weights of the activities to the type of students and to their context in 
order to avoid biases that may compromise the credibility of the system; whenever possible 
consider different learning styles and student types [2].   

• Involve your students in creating the storyline; although some authors consider this to be the 
least impacting element this is still a tool in involving users and should be treated as such. 

• Try your best not to change the rules of the game. This means that when you are planning, 
bear in mind not only the goals of the tasks you are proposing, but, if you are included in the 
Bologna process, notice the ECTS in order to establish what the more reasonable workload is. 
Assignments’ points should account for the importance and number of skills to be developed, 
but also the time and effort necessary to do so. 

• Don’t be too ambitious: remember that when students are involved, additional quests will 
probably emerge to enrich your system along the way. Focus on making something simple 
and workable, before you create a system that will be too complex and time consuming for 
students as well as yourself. 

• Beware that in this type of approach your involvement will be a predictor/precursor of the 
involvement of students, because rapid feedback loops is one of the main tools that will help 
you implement this strategy [11]. 

• We recommend a methodical and systematic definition of the initial rules of the game, always 
leaving space for the users’ creativity and proactivity. 
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